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Abstract

This study introduces a novel Curriculum Learning based Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (CL-PLDA) algorithm for improving speaker recognition in noisy conditions. CL-PLDA operates by initializing the training EM algorithm with cleaner data (easy examples), and successively adds noisier data (difficult examples) as the training progresses. This curriculum learning based approach guides the parameters of CL-PLDA to better local minima compared to regular PLDA. We test CL-PLDA on speaker verification task of the severely noisy and degraded DARPA RA TS data, and show it to significantly outperform regular PLDA across test-sets of varying duration.

Index Terms: curriculum learning, speaker recognition, PLDA, noise robust, DARPA RA TS.

1. Introduction

Humans learn usually by building up on the knowledge they have already acquired. The organization of human learning process is based on gradually introducing harder and comparatively more difficult to learn concepts. This learning mechanism of humans has inspired a distinct category of Curriculum Learning (CL) based algorithms in Machine Learning [1]. CL based training strategies have been used to train Deep Neural Networks (DNN) with deeper architectures [2], formulate better algorithms for learning latent variable models [3], and improving noise robustness of automatic speech recognition (ASR) [4] among others. Motivated by the CL based Machine Learning algorithms, this study proposes CL based Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (CL-PLDA) to improve the performance of speaker identification (SID) systems in the presence of severe noise and distortions.

State-of-the-art text independent SID systems utilize i-Vectors based frameworks [5, 6, 7, 8]. Speaker-specific attributes of an utterance can be compactly represented by i-Vectors [5]. i-Vectors based techniques have also been used in language identification (LID) [9, 10, 11] and gender-identification [12].

Performance of SID systems can degrade rapidly if training, enrollment, or test data is corrupted by noise [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. In [18], including noisy data in the estimation of PLDA parameters was found to offer improved SID performance in noisy and reverberant conditions. To improve noise robustness, using a combination of multiple PLDA backends, each trained for a different condition was proposed in [19]. In [20], noise robust modified Hilbert Envelope Coefficients (MHEC) features were adopted for SID and LID tasks of the severely noisy and degraded DARPA RATS data [21]. Human auditory processing inspired Medium Duration sub-band Speech Amplitudes (MMeDuSA) features were introduced for noise robust SID in [22].

A Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) invariant version of PLDA was proposed in [23], that operated by removing the SNR-specific information from speaker-specific information during training, thereby minimizing the effects of noise on the performance of PLDA back-end for SID. In [24], a mixture of PLDA models was trained by utilizing the SNR of the utterances. A Nearest Neighbor Discriminant Analysis (NDA) based approach for noise robust speaker recognition was proposed in [25], where NDA replaced Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) based pre-processing of i-Vectors before training the PLDA back-end.

In addition to using noise robust features, and improved PLDA back-ends that can better handle noisy data, speech enhancement and robust i-Vector extraction based methods have also been proposed to improve the performance of SID systems in noisy conditions. A DNN based speech enhancement method was used to extract clean speech which was then used for training the SID system in [26]. A DNN autoencoder was used for speech enhancement for SID in [27]. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) trained for ASR was used to compute the frame posteriors for training the i-Vector extractor matrix in [28]. Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks were used for speech enhancement for SID in [29].

Clean i-Vectors were estimated from the noisy i-Vectors using maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation procedure assuming an additive model for noise in [30]. In [31], the noisy i-Vectors were cleaned by using an Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) based estimator.

Our proposed CL-PLDA algorithm operates by initializing the PLDA training EM algorithm with cleaner utterances, which in the CL paradigm are easier examples to learn. CL-PLDA operates by gradually adding noisier examples which amount to difficult examples for learning in the context of CL based algorithms. Compared to CL-PLDA, the regular PLDA operates by training on all the available data in each iteration of the training EM algorithm. We measure the performance of CL-PLDA on the noisy and severely distorted utterances of the DARPA RATS SID data, and show that CL-PLDA consistently outperforms PLDA for SID in noisy conditions using an evaluation set of approximately 3.2 million trials with enrollment/test sets of varying duration. We hypothesize that CL-PLDA is able to find better local minima during the training which results in improved estimation of parameters than the regular PLDA, resulting in better SID performance in noisy and degraded conditions.
2. Speaker Identification using i-Vector

2.1. i-Vector Extraction

i-Vectors offer compact representations of speech utterances while preserving the speaker-specific information [5]. In the i-Vector parlance, a speaker-specific GMM mean supervector $M$ can be represented in terms of speaker and channel independent supervector $m$, a low rank total variability matrix $T$, and a vector $w$ as

$$ M = m + T w. \quad (1) $$

In (1), $w$ is a random vector with a standard normal distribution $N(0, I)$. The $T$ matrix is learned using large amounts of training data. The i-Vectors of an utterance are its coordinates in the total variability space (i.e., space spanned by the columns of $T$), extracted as the maximum a posteriori (MAP) point estimates of $w$ given the utterance [5, 32].

2.2. SID using PLDA back-end

A PLDA model learns the within-class and across-class variabilities of a large labeled training set using an Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [6]. In this work, we have used Gaussian PLDA (G-PLDA) of the form described in [8]. Assuming $R$ training utterances of a speaker, an entire collection of i-Vectors may be expressed as $\{ \eta_r : r = 1, 2, ..., R \}$. In the G-PLDA formulation, an i-Vector of this collection can be represented as,

$$ \eta_r = m + \Phi \beta + \epsilon_r. \quad (2) $$

In (2), $m$ is a global offset, the columns of $\Phi$ constitute a basis for speaker subspace, $\beta$ corresponds to the coordinates in speaker subspace, and $\epsilon_r$ is a Gaussian with zero mean and covariance $\Sigma$. The G-PLDA model parameters $\{ m, \Phi, \Sigma \}$ are estimated using an EM algorithm on a large collection of speaker-labeled i-Vectors. Given a test utterance, the verification score can be computed using a closed form solution with the G-PLDA model as presented in [8]. A single speaker-verification trial needs access to the mean of speaker’s enrollment i-Vectors, the test i-Vector, and the G-PLDA model parameters $\{ m, \Phi, \Sigma \}$.

3. Curriculum Learning based Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (CL-PLDA)

CL-PLDA is inspired by CL based Machine Learning algorithms. The key idea in CL is to start a learning algorithm with smaller data and gradually introduce more complex data as the algorithm progresses. CL was originally introduced in [1], and the authors hypothesized that this human learning inspired approach could lead to better local minima for non-convex functions. We hypothesize that adopting a CL based approach leads to better estimation of PLDA model parameters, and can lead to improved SID performance.

3.1. CL-PLDA training

The PLDA training is done iteratively via an EM algorithm [6]. The algorithm begins by randomly initializing model parameters $\Phi$ and $\Sigma$ (from Sec. 2) before the first iteration, and updates their values at the end of each iteration thereafter. Details about the update equations, and the training EM algorithm in general can be found in [6]. Each iteration of the regular PLDA training updates $\Phi$ and $\Sigma$ based on all the available training data.

CL-PLDA operates differently than the regular PLDA in the manner it uses the training data to carry updates of the model parameters. Specifically, CL-PLDA begins with random initialization of $\Phi$ and $\Sigma$ before the first iteration, but does not use all the available training data. Data is only introduced gradually to the training algorithm, beginning with easy data examples. As the number of iterations increases, comparatively more difficult data is included in the training set. When more data is introduced, CL-PLDA updates previous values of $\Phi$ and $\Sigma$, obtained from the simpler data (observed earlier) to account for the larger dataset that now has both simpler, and comparatively more difficult examples. This gradual inclusion of difficult data, as we shall see in Sec. 4, leads to better estimation of the CL-PLDA model parameters compared to the regular PLDA.

Adopting CL-PLDA does introduce an extra hyper-parameter, the number of iterations $n$ it operates on a particular subset of the training data before moving to a larger subset with more difficult examples added. However, the results of Sec. 4 will demonstrate that a very small $n$ is sufficient for CL-PLDA in practice. The key requirement of CL-PLDA is a procedure to define easy and difficult training examples which effectively influences the whole training paradigm, and is introduced next.

3.2. Determining Easy and Difficult Data for CL-PLDA training

We treat SNR as a good measure of difficulty for a learning example for training CL-PLDA. For ASR applications, a similar strategy was suggested in [4]. We hypothesize that for a labeled factor analysis scheme such as PLDA, easy examples with high SNRs are more informative for the learning algorithm to estimate the latent variables underlying the examples. However, the model should also be able to account for the difficult, noisier data as well, and gradual introduction of noisier data (with lower SNRs) in the training leads to improved estimation of CL-PLDA model parameters that can explain both clean and noisy data better.

For the DARPA RATS data used in this paper, a clean source utterance was retransmitted through eight radio channels with different transmitter and receiver equipments. In addition to these retransmitted utterances being severely noisy, they are also highly degraded with shifts in pitch, non-linear intermitent fading, long time scale amplitude variation, ring modulation etc [21]. In Table 1 of [21], a measure of the intended signal to non-signal component of each radio channel is presented. This is obtained as the difference of Signal to Noise Distortion (SND) and Noise Distortion (ND). The SND value represents the transferred signal from transmitter to receiver together with the effects of noise and distortions induced by the particular channel. On the other hand, the ND value is representative of noise and distortions a particular radio channel. Thus, SND-ND values from Table 1 of [21], offer a good measure of the signal to non-signal component of each radio channel, and are used instead of SNR values in this work. Details of the evaluation protocols for SND and ND can be found in [21]. The following Alg. 1 presents the steps of our proposed CL-PLDA algorithm for noise robust speaker recognition.

4. Experiments, Results and Discussion

4.1. Training, and Evaluation Data

4.1.1. Training Data

For the experiments reported in this study, we used data from the DARPA RATS corpora. Specifically, the training set had approximately 56,000 utterance from 5,913 speakers. Both training and evaluation sets were highly multilingual with utterances from Arabic, Dari, Farsi, Pashto, and Urdu. This included utter-
Algorithm 1: CL-PLDA for noise robust speaker recognition.

1. Partition the training data $d_{\text{at}}$ into $K$ progressively difficult and distinct subsets $d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_K$ based on a suitable difficulty criterion such as SNR or SND-ND.
2. Initialize current CL-PLDA parameters $\Phi_{\text{curr}}$ and $\Sigma_{\text{curr}}$ randomly.
3. Initialize an empty current dataset $d_{\text{curr}} \leftarrow \emptyset$

   for $k=1:K$

      4. $d_{\text{curr}} \leftarrow d_{\text{curr}} \cup d_k$

      6. for $l=1:n$ do

          7. Run 1 iteration of PLDA training with current values $\Phi_{\text{curr}}, \Sigma_{\text{curr}},$ and $d_{\text{curr}}$ to obtain updated values $\Phi_{\text{upd}}, \Sigma_{\text{upd}}$.

      8. $\Phi_{\text{curr}} \leftarrow \Phi_{\text{upd}}$

      9. $\Sigma_{\text{curr}} \leftarrow \Sigma_{\text{upd}}$

      end

12. Use $\Phi_{\text{curr}}, \Sigma_{\text{curr}}$ as the CL-PLDA model parameters.

4.2.2. CL-PLDA based SID System

As mentioned in Sec. 3, we used the SND-ND values from Table 1 of [21] for grading the difficulty of the channels. Since there are 8 different channels plus clean source utterances in training data, $K$ (from Alg. 1) assumes a value of 9. Specifically, we arranged data according to SND-ND values for the channels. The order in which the data was included in CL-PLDA was src (source) utterances, followed by the utterances from channels B, E, A, F, C, D, G and H respectively. To train the CL-PLDA model, we used 5 iterations ($n = 5$) each time after adding a new channel to $d_{\text{curr}}$ (from Alg. 1) for all the channels except the last channel.

We observed that after adding the data from the last channel (H) to $d_{\text{curr}}$, we just needed a single iteration of the EM training algorithm to obtain the final CL-PLDA model parameters that gave the most competitive SID performance, and more iterations caused a slight degradation compared to when using only a single iteration at the end. Thus, the for loop of Alg. 1 (line 6) was executed only for a single iteration after adding the last data-set from channel H for all experiments reported in this study. A possible reason for only a single iteration needed after adding the data from the last channel could be that CL-PLDA has already trained gradually on most of the training data, and so only a single update after adding more noisier and degraded data at the end is sufficient.

4.3. Results

Table 1 shows the results in terms of EER for the baseline PLDA system compared against our proposed CL-PLDA approach. The relative reduction in EER (%) obtained by our proposed CL-PLDA compared to the regular PLDA are also shown. We have shown the results for the enrollment-test sets of duration 3s-3s, 10s-10s, 30s-30s, 120s-120s. Single PLDA and CL-PLDA models, trained on the i-Vectors extracted from the entire duration of the utterances were used for evaluating the different duration enrollment-test sets.

Our proposed CL-PLDA outperforms PLDA across all the enrollment-test sets. For the smaller duration enrollment-test (3s-3s and 10s-10s) sets, CL-PLDA offers less reduction in EER compared to the larger duration enrollment-test evaluation sets (30s-30s and 120s-120s). For the 30s-30s and 120s-120s SID tasks, compared to PLDA, CL-PLDA reduces the EER by 10.20% and 13.95% respectively. The DARPA RATS SID task also used other performance metrics such as: Miss @ 4% False Alarm (FA), Miss @ 2.5% FA, FA @ 10% Miss among others [20, 22, 23, 28]. For brevity, we do not report all these metrics in this study. Instead, Fig. 1 shows the Detection Error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enrollment-test duration</th>
<th>EER (%)</th>
<th>Rel. reduction in EER (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PLDA</td>
<td>CL-PLDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3s-3s</td>
<td>37.89</td>
<td>37.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10s-10s</td>
<td>18.72</td>
<td>17.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30s-30s</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>7.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120s-120s</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tradeoff (DET) plots for CL-PLDA vs PLDA SID systems for the different enrollment-test sets (from left to right) of duration 120s-120s, 30s-30s, 10s-10s, and 3s-3s. Clearly, CL-PLDA outperforms PLDA for all the 4 enrollment-test sets considered as can be inferred from the DET plots.

### 4.4. Discussion

From the results of Table 1, and Fig. 1, CL-PLDA offers significant improvements over PLDA for SID in severely noisy conditions. We hypothesize that CL-PLDA is able to find better local minima due to the gradual introduction of noisy and degraded data. This causes CL-PLDA to find more robust model parameters compared to the regular PLDA. While CL-PLDA consistently outperforms PLDA for all the enrollment-test sets considered, the improvements are comparatively smaller when the duration of enrollment-test sets is reduced. Here, it should be noted that the i-Vectors used for training the PLDA and CL-PLDA were extracted from the entire utterances (approximately 15 min. long). Duration mismatch between the data for PLDA training, and enrollment-test can lead to severe degradation in SID performance, which can be overcome to an extent by including a mixed training set of both long and short duration segments in the PLDA training [35]. Using such a training strategy for PLDA and CL-PLDA to test the shorter duration enrollment-test sets can lead to improved SID performance for both the approaches, and may cause CL-PLDA to offer comparatively similar reduction in EER as for the duration matched cases.

We also examined how the inclusion of data from the various channels impacted the performance of CL-PLDA. To this end, Table 2 show the EERs obtained for the various enrollment-test sets by including data from the different channels in CL-PLDA. For the results shown in each row, 5 iterations (\(n=5\)) each were run for all the channels up to the corresponding channel of the row. For instance, for the results of the 3rd row (\(\text{SRC + B + E}\)), 5 iterations were run each for the training set with SRC, SRC \(\cup\) B, SRC \(\cup\) B \(\cup\) E respectively. For each row, a single iteration using the entire data set was run at the end. Interestingly, by gradually introducing the data from only the source and 3 channels, B, E and A, CL-PLDA outperforms PLDA (from Table 1). It can also be observed that the best results are obtained by gradually introducing the training data for all the channels across all the enrollment-test sets except the 3s-3s condition. The abnormal behavior of 3s-3s is most likely due to the duration mismatch mentioned previously.

Table 3 shows the effect of varying \(n\) (i.e number of iterations per channel) on the SID performance for the enrollment-test sets of various durations. As is evident, even by running only a single iteration per channel (\(n = 1\)), CL-PLDA is able to obtain very competitive results, and outperforms the baseline PLDA results shown in Table 1. There is not much variation in the SID performance for values of \(n\) greater than 3. Interestingly, the best EER for 3s-3s trials is obtained for \(n = 1\), which may again be due to the duration mismatch between the training and enrollment-test i-Vectors.

### 5. Conclusions

We presented a novel Curriculum Learning based PLDA (CL-PLDA) algorithm to improve speaker recognition in noisy conditions. CL-PLDA operates by initiating the training with cleaner data and gradually adding noisier data as the training progresses. We tested CL-PLDA for SID on the noisy and severely degraded data from DARPA RATS, where CL-PLDA consistently outperformed PLDA for various enrollment-test sets using an evaluation list with approximately 3.2 million trials. On the enrollment-test sets of duration 30s-30s and 120-120s, our proposed CL-PLDA reduced the EER by 10.20% and 13.95% respectively, compared to PLDA. Future work will explore using CL-PLDA with duration mismatch compensation strategies to improve speaker recognition for very short duration utterances in noisy conditions. Further, the use of SNR as a difficulty criterion will be investigated.
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